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CROXS case

Hardcase & Flightcase 01

Reinforcement at corner 
for max. toughness and 
durability.

Made of injection-molded PP 
compound for the advantage of 
anti-rust, corrosion free, 
dust-proof and impact resistant.

Anti-static enclosure, providing 
sophisticated electronic equipment
a safe and reliable container to carry.

Croxs is a hard case series for boundless exploration, designed and manufactured for giving greatest protection to equipment over 
heavy transportation or rigorous weather condition. Croxs is engineered in high standard for catering to diverse demands from 
individuals, industrial users, government or even military department. Born to cross the boundary where extreme limit is invisible.

CX5219
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CROXS case

CX5219

Patent locking latch ensures two shells firm 
lock and prevents unexpected pop-up.

Rubber O-ring at the rim of upper 
shell offers excellent water- tightness.

Traveling noise is greatly eliminated 
by rubber-encompassed nylon 
caster, making it quite silent on 
the go(for models with casters only).

Extraordinary air pressure regulator 
for automatically adjusting the inner 
box pressure in accordance with the 
ambient air pressure but also keep 
the box free from water invasion 
(auto air regulator applied for selected models only).

Enhanced hinge engaged shell 
and box without interval gap 
for upmost durability.

Enhanced haulage handle, made of integrated-
shaping plastic, endures higher bending force. 

ted-) Enhanced haulage handle made of

INTRODUCING 
CROXS CASE

youtube
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CROXS case

CX5219

OPTIONAL

Egg-crate and pick-and-pluck foam 
for making custom-fit protection
in line with any shape of equipment.

Meet FAA regulation for carry-on 
luggage on flight (selected models only).

Box has a name plate holder 
for an easy identification to 
the owner of the case.

over-molded rubber top and 
side retraceable handles 
provide slip-free and comfort  
grip (selected models only).

TSA Lock for All Croxs Cases

Specifications:

Size:

Material

Size

Lock housing: Zinc alloy
Dial: Zinc alloy
Steel cable

Lock Body: (L)37 x (W)12 x (H)70 mm
Cable: 2mm (Dia.) W / transparent  PVC sleeves

Finishing Black color coated

Dimension: 110 (L) *55(W)*15 (H) mm
Weight: 56g 

Lockdown 40 Gram Silica Gel for All Croxs Cases

Silica gel is enclosed in a compact aluminum canister for putting in 
Croxs case to protect camera or computer equipments from moisture. 
Eco-friendly design that put it in oven at 120 degree Celsius for about 
3 hours while the indicator window sees green, and you’ ll have a 
whole new Silica gel.  Good for traveling to different locations where 
moisture is a concern.

Made from robust Zinc alloy and with elegant black powder coat, this 
3-dial combination TSA-friendly lock stands up to the wear and tear 
luggage handling. Flexible steel cable with transparent PVC sleeve and 
ergonomic-design bottom makes the use of the lock easier and effi-
ciently. Keep your luggage with the lock that TSA screener won’ t cut. 
Compatible with all Croxs cases .

CXLC01

CXSG01

Entertainment Gear Protection 

Extraordinary air pressure regulator 
for automatically adjusting the inner 
box pressure in accordance with the 
ambient air pressure but also keep 
the box free from water invasion 
(auto air regulator applied f
or selected models only).
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CROXS case

CXFM01
Fix Mount is a must-have accessory turning a Croxs hard case to professional instrument case. While delicate instrument like 
controller would blend into Croxs case, this bracket is the way to do. Only few simple steps to provide great protection to 
instrument by attaching Fix Mount to the groove inside the Croxs case and fix instrument on it without too much effort. A set 
of 8pcs, and feasible for some selections of Crxos case.

The lid organizer has five mesh zippered pockets on the plastic plate which is easy to be attached to the lid of CROXS 5219 case 
with enclosed screws. The mesh compartments offer ample room to store tools, electronic and other convenient items. A wonderful 
addition to the case and keeps it organized. 

Padded divider set is alternative protection coming with 5 large and 6 small flexible dividers , turning the case in much well-orga-
nized way. Hook-and-loop fastener on dividers makes it easily manage the limited space. 

Lid Organizer for CX5219 CaseCXLG01

enclosed screws. The mesh compartments offer ample room to s
tion to the case and keeps it organized. 

Dimension: 27.98 (W) x 50.8(H) x 2.54(D) cm
Weight:  652 g

Padded Divider

CXPD02
Padded divider set for CX7326

CXPD01
Padded divider set for CX5219

 Entertainment Power SolutionEntertainment Gear Protection 

Personalized Nameplate

Some selections of Croxs case come 
with nameplate slot for personalized 
nameplate. Made of ABS with black on 
surface, your information on nameplate 
will be engraved with white color for 
straight recognition immediately. 
Nameplate helps to well organize your 
gear and facilitate the recovery while 
your case gets lost. 
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CROXS case

CROXS COMBO CASE
[1] CX5219RTG / Croxs 5219 Ready-To-Go Case

Dedicated for short term business traveler with 
less but important items to carry. 

[2] CX5219STG / Croxs 5219 Studio-To-Go Case

[3] CX5219GTG / Croxs 5219 Gear-To-Go Case

For video professional and photographer on the travelling, 
the Croxs 5219 Studio-To-Go Case includes a set of padded 
divider and detachable laptop lid organizer. The laptop and 
accessory pouches on the lid accommodates up to 15” 
notebook computer and its peripherals, making the most use 
of interior space and proceeding aviation security check with 
ease. The bottom comes a set of padded divider for your 
own arrangement, giving fully protection to the video or 
camera equipments.

The lid is supplied with a large and a small removable pouch: the 
large for laptop up to 15” or folders or paperwork, and small for 
laptop peripherals or some hand tools. Those pouches are 
attached to the lid through hook-n-loop fastener and that’s 
handy to organize them. 

The bottom is equipped with a nylon container for clothing, 
on which double zipper with a long handle helps to roll up 
fabric cover with no effort. Meet FAA requirement for 
carry-on luggage and ready to fly anytime.

Configuration is same as Croxs 5219 Studio-To-Go Case but 
with egg-crate foam on the lid instead, providing superior 
protection to all equipment carried in the case. Padded divider 
set enables you to organize the space to well fit the equipment 
you’re going to put. 

Entertainment Gear Protection 

CX5219RTG

CX5219STG CX5219GTG
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CROXS case

CASE

CX4818

51.5 x 41.5 x 20.0

48.5 x 35.5 x 18.6

4.3

Manual

◎

 -

 -

CX3009

33.0 x 28.0 x 12.0

30.0 x 22.0 x 9.0

1.6

Manual

◎

 -

 -

1 pre-cut + 2 egg-crate

        ASTM / IP67

CX1807

21.0 x 16.7 x 9.0

18.6 x 12.3 x 7.5

0.6

Manual

◎

 -

 -

Item

Exterior Size / L x W x H (cm)

Interior Size / L x W x H (cm)

Net Weight (kgs)

Air Pressure Regulator

Carry-on to fly 

Haulage Handle

Wheel

Protective Foam

Protection classification

CROXS case

CX7326

80.2 x 52.1 x 30.1

73.6 x 45.7 x 26.9

9.3

Auto

 -

◎

◎

CX5632

63.2x 50.1 x 35.5

56.5x 43.8 x 32.3

8.2

Auto

 -

◎

◎

CX5219

57.0 x 35.5 x 22.5

52.1 x 29.1 x 19.2

5.4

Auto

◎

◎

◎

Item

Exterior Size / L x W x H (cm)

Interior Size / L x W x H (cm)

Net Weight (kgs)

Air Pressure Regulator

Carry-on to fly 

Haulage Handle

Wheel

Protective Foam

Protection classification

CROXS case

3 pre-cut + 1 egg-crate

ASTM / IP67

CX4316

47.0 x 35.5 x 16.8

43.2 x 30.0 x 16.0

2.6

Auto

◎

-

-

CX3815

42.0 x 33.0 x 16.6

38 x 26.7 x 15.7

2.3

Auto

◎

 -

 -

Item

Exterior Size / L x W x H (cm)

Interior Size / L x W x H (cm)

Net Weight (kgs)

Air Pressure Regulator

Carry-on to fly 

Haulage Handle

Wheel

Protective Foam

Protection classification

CROXS case

3 pre-cut + 1 egg-crate

ASTM / IP67
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FLIGHT CASE

RACK MOUNT CASE
Solid core by plywood with laminate exterior, aluminum edging, recessed handles, recessed twist catches, steel stacking corner, 
steel rivets, rubber foots, options: 4" caster with double breaks, hinge, foam interiors.

Part Number

402AH

403AH

404AH

406AH

408AH

W (inch) D (inch) H (inch)

3.50

5.25

7.00

10.50

14.00

Unit

2 U

3 U

4 U

6 U

8 U

Remark

19 14

Part Number

504A

506A

508A

510A

514AW

516AW

518AW

W (inch) D (inch) H (inch)

7.00

10.50

14.00

17.50

24.50

28.00

31.50

Unit

4 U

6 U

8 U

10 U

14 U

16 U

18U

Remark

19 18

Part Number

516AKW

W (inch) D (inch) H (inch)

28.00

Unit

16 U

Remark

19 18

19” Standard Model

19” Heavy Duty Model

Mixer / AMP

512AW 21.00 12 U

512AKW 12 U21.00

1/4" plywood

3/8" plywood

3/8" plywood 

w/double brake caster

3/8" plywood 

w/double brake caster
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www.stage.com.tw
stage@kupo.com.tw

KUPO CO., LTD. (Headquarters)
TEL：886-2-2999-1906
FAX：886-2-2999-1955

6F,  No.4,  Lane 609,  Sec.5,  Chung Shin Rd., 
San Chung District,  New Taipei City 24159,  Taiwan

KUPO Shanghai (Branch office)
TEL: +86-21-5677-9636
FAX: +86-21-5677-9218

No.25 & 26, Lane 5398, Shenzhuan Road,
  Songjiang District, Shanghai 201619,  China

[ NOTE ] Whilst every effort has been made to 
ensure the accuracy of the information / 
material contained within this catalogue, Kupo 
does not accept any liability for errors or 
omissions.  Specifications and technical data 
are provided for guidance purposes only.  To 
improve products, we reserve the right to make 
any variation in design or construction to the 
equipment description without prior notice.

POWER HARDWARE RIGGING LIGHTINGHARD CASE
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